The environment around protoplanetary disks (PPDs) regulates processes which drive the chemical and structural evolution of circumstellar material. We perform a detailed empirical survey of warm molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) absorption observed against H I-Lyα (Lyα: λ 1215.67Å) emission profiles for 22 PPDs, using archival Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) ultraviolet (UV) spectra to identify H 2 absorption signatures and quantify the column densities of H 2 ground states in each sightline. We compare thermal equilibrium models of H 2 to the observed H 2 rovibrational level distributions. We find that, for the majority of targets, there is a clear deviation in high energy states (T exc 20,000 K) away from thermal equilibrium populations (T(H 2 ) 3500 K). We create a metric to estimate the total column density of non-thermal H 2 (N(H 2 ) nLTE ) and find that the total column densities of thermal (N(H 2 )) and N(H 2 ) nLTE correlate for transition disks and targets with detectable C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence. We compare N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE to circumstellar observables and find that N(H 2 ) nLTE correlates with X-ray and FUV luminosities, but no correlations are observed with the luminosities of discrete emission features (e.g., Lyα, C IV). Additionally, N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE are too low to account for the H 2 fluorescence observed in PPDs, so we speculate that this H 2 may instead be associated with a diffuse, hot, atomic halo surrounding the planet-forming disk. We create a simple photon-pumping model for each target to test this hypothesis and find that Lyα efficiently pumps H 2 levels with T exc ≥ 10,000 K out of thermal equilibrium.
1. INTRODUCTION Protoplanetary disks (PPDs) are thought to provide the raw materials that form protoplanets and drive planetary systems to their final architectures (Lubow et al. 1999; Lubow & D'Angelo 2006; Armitage et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2009; Woitke et al. 2009; Ayliffe & Bate 2010; Dullemond & Monnier 2010; Beck et al. 2012) . The presence of significant amounts of gas in the disk is a defining quality of PPDs, where the earliest stages are assumed to have the canonical interstellar medium (ISM) gas-to-dust ratio ∼ 100:1 (e.g., Frisch et al. 1999; Schneider et al. 2015) . The gas content in PPDs controls essential processes tied to the formation and evolution of planetary systems, including dust grain growth (through the coupling of gas and dust dynamics), angular momentum transport, and thermal and chemical balance of the disk as it evolves (Weidenschilling 1977; Alexander & Armitage 2007; Woitke et al. 2009; Youdin 2011; Levison et al. 2015) . However, over timescales of a few Myr, PPDs lose their massive gas disk, evolving to gas-sparse debris disks (with gas-to-dust ratios ∼0:1; Alexander et al. 2014; Gorti et al. 2015) . The dispersal of the gas-rich disk is likely driven by a number of different physical processes throughout the PPD lifetime, ranging from photoevaporation of gas through thermal winds (for example, an atomic wind: e.g., Owen et al. 2010 ; a fully-ionized wind: e.g., Alexander et al. 2006 ; and/or a slow molecular wind: see review by Alexander et al. 2014) or magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) winds (e.g. Ferreira et al. 2006; Bai 2016) , to giant planet formation accreting and clearing gas remaining in a dust gap (Lin & Papaloizou 1986; Dodson-Robinson & Salyk 2011; Zhu et al. 2011; Dong et al. 2015; Owen 2016) . Probing the physical mechanisms that drive the dispersal of gas from PPDs is critical for inferring when, where, and how planet-forming disks lose their massive gas reservoir. In turn, these properties inform us of the physical and chemical environment in which planets form throughout the PPD lifetime.
Internal radiation from the proto-stellar source can play an important role in determining the chemical and physical state of the gas-rich PPD (Kamp & Dullemond 2004; Nomura 2004; Nomura et al. 2007; Öberg et al. 2010; . Ultraviolet (UV) and Xray radiation, which are created by hot gas accretion onto and activity in the protostellar atmosphere, can effectively enhance the populations of rovibrationallyexcited molecules, which create pathways for molecular dissociation (e.g. Glassgold & Najita 2001; Bergin et al. 2004; Gorti & Hollenbach 2004; Glassgold et al. 2004; Kamp et al. 2005; Dullemond et al. 2007; Güdel et al. 2007; Kastner et al. 2016) . High-energy radiation may also help heat and regulate chemical processes in the disk atmosphere, leading to the production of atomic and molecular by-products (e.g. Salyk et al. 2008; Walsh et al. 2015; Ádámkovics et al. 2016) . Hot molecules can be swept up into thermal winds over the disk lifetime (Alexander et al. 2006; Gorti & Hollenbach 2009; Owen et al. 2010; Owen 2016) , leading to the dispersal of the disk from the inside-out.
Molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) has been measured to be 10 4 times more abundant than other molecules (e.g., CO) in the warm regions of PPDs (France et al. 2014a) , and large quantities of H 2 in the disk allow the molecule to survive at hot temperatures (T(H 2 ) ∼ 1000 − 5000 K), shielding against collisional-and photo-dissociation (Williams & Murdin 2000; Beckwith et al. 1978 Beckwith et al. , 1983 . The properties of H 2 make it a reliable diagnostic of the spatial and structural behavior of warm molecules probed in and around PPDs (Ardila et al. 2002; Herczeg et al. 2004 ), as it is expected to trace residual amounts of gas in disks throughout their evolution (Σ H2 ∼ 10 −6 g cm −2 ; e.g., France et al. 2012b ). However, H 2 is notoriously difficult to observe in PPDs; cold H 2 (T(H 2 ) ∼ 10 K) does not radiate and, due to its lack of a permanent dipole (Sternberg 1989) , ro-vibrational transitions of H 2 in the IR are dominated by weak, quadrupole transitions. Therefore, it has been easier to trace other molecular constituents of the inner disk, such as CO and HD, to interpret the behavior of the underlying H 2 reservoir (e.g., Salyk et al. 2011; Brown et al. 2013; Banzatti & Pontoppidan 2015; McClure et al. 2016 ). Most IR studies of H 2 in PPDs have been detections of shocked (hot) H 2 in collimated jets or streams (Bary et al. 2003; Beck et al. 2012; Arulanantham et al. 2016) .
The far ultraviolet (FUV: λλ 912 − 1700Å) offers the strongest transition probabilities for dipole-allowed electronic transitions of H 2 photo-excited by UV photons, specifically absorption avenues coincident with H ILyα (λ 1215.67Å) photons, which are generated near the protostellar surface (France et al. 2012b; Schindhelm et al. 2012 ) and make up ∼ 90% of the FUV flux in a typical T Tauri system (France et al. 2014b) . Warm H 2 (T ≥ 1000 K) can absorb Lyα photons, exciting the molecule up to either the Lyman (2pσB 1 Σ + u ) or Werner (2pπC 1 Π u ) electronic bands. Because of the large dipole-allowed transition probabilities (A ul ∼ 10 8 s −1 ; Abgrall et al. 1993a,b) , H 2 in these electronic states will decay instantaneously in a fluorescent cascade down to one of many different rovibration levels in the ground electronic state (X 1 Σ + g ; Herczeg et al. 2002) . Each fluorescence transition results in the discrete emission of a FUV photon, whose frequency depends on the electronic-to-ground state transition. We observed hundreds of these features throughout the FUV with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) from λλ 1150 − 1700Å (see Herczeg et al. 2002; France et al. 2012b ). This process predominantly favors regions where warm molecules reside in disks Nomura et al. 2007; Ádámkovics et al. 2016) . The characterization of H 2 emission from PPDs has provided complimentary results to high-resolution IR-CO surveys probing PPD evolution (e.g. Brown et al. 2013; Banzatti & Pontoppidan 2015) .
We can also observe the excitation leg of the fluorescence process via H 2 absorption lines incident on the broad Lyα emission line in PPD systems. Several studies have looked to characterize and relate the H 2 absorption features within protostellar Lyα wings to fluorescent populations tied to the behavior of the inner disk material. Yang et al. (2011) detected the first signatures of Lyα-H 2 absorption in DF Tau and V4046 Sgr. They found that, for V4046 Sgr, which hosts a cicumbinary disk with a relatively face-on inclination angle (i disk ∼ 35
• ), the H 2 would have to be pumped near the accretion shock to explain how H 2 absorption features are detectable in the sightline. France et al. (2012a) performed an extensive study on warm molecules in the disk environment of AA Tau and were the first to empirically derive H 2 column densities from absorption features within the Lyα red stellar wing. The lower energy states of H 2 could be described by a warm thermal population (T(H 2 ) ∼ 2500 K ± 1000 K) consistent with H 2 fluorescence emission from the inner disk. They noticed that, for high excitation temperature states of H 2 (T exc ≥ 20,000 K), column densities deviated significantly from thermal distributions, providing the first hint that there may be additional excitation mechanisms in the disk atmosphere pumping H 2 out of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).
The behavior of these non-thermal states may provide clues about the mechanisms that drive molecules out of LTE and, potentially, the dispersal of gas from planet-forming disks. In the first paper of this study, we perform a quantitative, empirical survey of H 2 absorption observed against the Lyα stellar emission profiles of 22 PPD hosts. We aim to characterize the physical state of the gas in each sightline and learn how various stellar and disk mechanisms contribute to the excitation of nonthermal H 2 states. In Section 2, we present the archival observations used to perform this study. In Section 3, we describe the methodology of extracting H 2 absorption features from each Lyα emission profile and quantifying the column densities of each H 2 rovibrational level. In Section 4, we present results from fitting thermal models to the column density rotation diagrams for each target and what those results reveal about the non-thermal density distributions of H 2 in each sightline. In Section 5, we compare our results to observed disk and stellar properties, which probe different excitation mechanisms that may help explain excesses in non-thermal populations of H 2 . We take all the evidence provided by this empirical study to infer the most likely location of H 2 absorption in the disk atmosphere. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude our paper with our major findings and future work that may help clarify open questions left unresolved by this study. In a follow-up study (Paper II), we will consider where the H 2 populations originate in the circumstellar environment. Additional plots and details about our absorption and thermal models are provided in the Appendix. McJunkin et al. (2014) , who analyzed the reddening of the HI-Lyα profiles of 31 young stellar systems to create a comprehensive list of interstellar dust extinction estimates along each sight line.Of the 31 original targets, 22 of the protostellar targets showed signs of H 2 absorption in the Lyα profiles. All of these observations have been described previously in studies of H 2 (e.g. France et al. 2012b; Hoadley et al. 2015) , hot gas (e.g. Ardila et al. 2013) , and UV radiation (e.g. France et al. 2014b) . Several of the targets are known binaries or multiples (DF Tau: Ghez et al. 1993 ; HN Tau, RW Aur, and UX Tau: Correia et al. 2006 ; AK Sco and HD 104237 are spectroscopic binaries: Gómez de Castro 2009; Böhm et al. 2004 ; and V4046 Sgr is a short-period binary, which acts as a point source for most applications: Quast et al. 2000) , and only the primary stellar component is observed within the aperture. The majority of the targets are observed within the Taurus-Auriga and η Chamaeleontis starforming regions, with distances of 140 and 97 pc, respectively. Young stars observed in these star-forming regions have ages ranging a few Myr, while field premain sequence stars (e.g. TW Hya, V4046 Sgr) have ages range between 10 − 30 Myr. The majority of these targets have age ranges comparable to the depletion timescale of gas and circumstellar dust via accretion processes (Hernández et al. 2007; Fedele et al. 2010) , making them ideal candidates for understanding the abundance and physical state of H 2 at a variety of PPD evolutionary stages. Table 1 presents relevant stellar and disk properties. All observations of the stellar Lyα profiles were taken either with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) or Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ).
TARGETS AND OBSERVATIONS Our target list is derived from

COS Observations
Each PPD spectrum collected with HST /COS was taken either during the Disk, Accretion, and Outflows (DAO) of Tau Guest Observing (GO) program (PID 11616; PI: G. Herczeg) or COS Guaranteed Time Observing (PIDs 11533 and 12036; PI: J. Green). Each spectrum was observed with the medium-resolution far-UV modes of the spectrograph (G130M and G160M (∆v ≈ 18 km s −1 at Lyα); Green et al. 2012) . Multiple central wavelength positions were included to minimize fixed-pattern noise. The COS data were processed using the COS calibration pipeline (CALCOS) and were aligned and co-added with the procedure described by Danforth et al. (2010) . By design, COS is a slitless spectrograph, allowing the full 2 .5 field of view through the instrument. This means the instrument is exposed to strong contamination from geocoronal Lyα (Lyα ⊕ ). To a Disk Type is defined by either the detection of small dust grain depletion in the inner disk regions, resulting in disk holes or gaps, or the degree of dust settling in the disk, or both; PPDs can be categorized using an observable n 13−31 , which is defined by the slope in the spectral energy distribution (SED) flux between 13 µm and 31 µm (Furlan et al. 2009 ): P = primordial (n 13−31 < 0); T = transitional (n 13−31 > 0).
b References: (1) Akeson et al. (2002) , (2) Andrews & Williams (2007) , (3) Bertout et al. (1988) , (4) Bouvier et al. (1999) , (5) Eisner et al. (2007) , (6) France et al. (2011) , (7) Gullbring et al. (1998) , (8) Gullbring et al. (2000) , (9) Hartigan et al. (1995) , ( Ricci et al. (2010) , (17) White & Ghez (2001 ), (18) van den Ancker et al. (1998 ), (19) van Boekel et al. (2005 , (20) Alencar et al. (2003) , (21) Lawson et al. (1996) , (22) Lyo et al. (2011 ), (23) Feigelson et al. (2003 , (24) Lawson et al. (2001) , (25) Herczeg et al. (2005) , (26) Comerón & Fernández (2010 ), (27) Webb et al. (1999 , (28) Quast et al. (2000) , (29) Hartmann et al. (1998) , (30) Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2008) , ( mitigate this contamination, we mask the central ∼ 2Å of the Lyα spectra.
STIS Observations
Several targets either exceeded the COS bright-object limit or had archival STIS observations available with the desired far-UV bandpass and resolution (AB Aur, HD 104237, TW Hya). The archival data were obtained with the STIS medium-resolution grating mode (G140M (∆v ≈ 30 km s −1 between 1150 − 1700Å): Kimble et al. (1998); Woodgate et al. (1998) ), while the COSbright objects were observed with the echelle mediumresolution mode (E140M (∆v ≈ 7 km s −1 between 1150 − 1700Å)). The STIS echelle spectra were processed using echelle calibration software developed for the STIS StarCAT catalog (Ayres 2010 Figure 1 . The stellar Lyα wings for one target (CS Cha) in our survey. Within the wings themselves, absorption signatures can be seen. The mean flux array over the Lyα profile is selected to minimize contamination from the absorption features and trace the shape of the Lyα wings. The mean flux array is smoothed (and shown in blue over the blue Lyα wing and red over the red Lyα wing), and the observed line profile is divided by the mean flux array to create relative absorption spectra across the Lyα profile. H2 absorption transitions are identified with green hashes and properties about each transition are shown in Table 2 .
weaker; nonetheless, we remove the inner region of the Lyα profile (∼ 0.5 − 2Å) for consistency among all the data.
LYα NORMALIZATION AND ABSORPTION LINE SPECTROSCOPY
We identify absorption signatures of H 2 in each sightline by creating transmission spectra of the stellar Lyα profiles of each PPD host. We treat each Lyα profile as a "continuum" source and normalize the emission feature, such that I Lyα ≈ 1.0. We create a grid of 5 − 10 unique spectral bins from λλ 1216.5 − 1221.5Å (or λλ 1210.0 − 1215.0Å for the blue wing component), which are each selected by hand to avoid molecular absorption features. Each grid bin is defined over 0.35Å, to both smooth the Lyα emission feature and avoid washing out the H 2 absorption features. Within each grid, we measure the mean and standard deviation along the Lyα profile and store them in binned flux and error arrays. We smooth each flux array with a boxcar function of size 0.5Å over the Lyα bandpass and normalize the Lyα profile with this smoothed grid. An example of the smoothed grid array over the Lyα profile for one of our survey targets is shown in Figure 1 , and all Lyα profiles are presented in Appendix 1. Figure 2 presents the normalized Lyα spectra for 6 targets, shown in order of inclination angle (edge-on targets on the bottom, and face-on targets towards the top). The effective "continuum" levels of the normal- Figure 2. The normalized absorption spectra for 6 targets in our survey, ordered by increasing disk inclination angle (i disk ) from the top-down (11
• , 34 (Nguyen et al. 2012; Woitke et al. 2013; Quast et al. 2000) , which correspond to ∆λ ∼ 0.01, 0.00, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and 0.07Å.
ized Lyα flux profiles are indicated by the gray dashed lines of each spectrum, and relative flux minima with full width half maximum (FWHM) greater than the spectral resolution of the data are interpreted as absorption features. We highlight where H 2 absorption features are expected to reside in the spectrum with solid pink lines. For the edge-on targets (DF Tau, RECX-11, RW Aur), we see the absorption features appear systematically red-shifted. For face-on targets (V4046 Sgr and HD 104237), the position of the absorption features matches the expected laboratory wavelength of H 2 . The observed red-shift in H 2 absorption is expected to fall within corrections made for the radial velocity (v sini disk ) of each target and the uncertainty in the COS wavelength solution (∆v ∼ 15 km s −1 ). Additionally, there are several absorption features seen in more than one target that do not coincide with marked H 2 features, most notably around 1218.35Å and 1219.80Å. As a first-order check that all H 2 and additional absorption features are not artifacts of instrument systematic errors (e.g., gain sag signature from the COS MAMA detector), we compare the Lyα normalized absorption profiles from two observing modes (λ1291 and λ1327) of the G130M grating for RECX-15 and find that absorption features appear in both observing modes, giving confidence that these features are real. We will attempt to identify unknown Normalized Flux
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features and verify that these features are real, performing the same check on two different observing modes of COS, in Paper II. We create a multi-component H 2 fitting routine to measure the column density in the absorption lines probed within the red and blue stellar wings of Lyα, pumped either into the Lyman or Werner electronic band system. We create intrinsic line profiles from the molecular transition properties (listed in Table 2 ) to infer the individual column densities probed in each observed rovibrational [v,J] level, as well as the average H 2 population properties (T(H 2 ), b H2 , N(H 2 )). The modeled b-value is fixed in all synthetic absorption spectra to replicate the thermal width of a warm bulk population of H 2 (T(H 2 ) ≥ 2500 K) in the absence of turbulent velocity broadening. Each line profile is co-added in optical depth space, and a transmission curve is created, which is convolved with either the COS LSF (Kriss 2011) or a Gaussian LSF at the STIS resolving power, prior to comparison with the observed Lyα spectra. Each best-fit, multi-absorption feature H 2 model is then determined using the MPFIT routine (Markwardt 2009 ). Initial conditions for each transmission curve were first determined by manually fitting each H 2 spectrum. To remove bias introduced by the choice of initial conditions, a grid of initial parameters was searched for all sampled absorption spectra. The only parameter allowed to float continuously for all targets was the velocity shift of the line centers of the H 2 absorption features, v r . Figure 3 shows the normalized H 2 absorption profiles in the blue and red Lyα emission profiles of RECX-15, with the best-fit synthetic H 2 absorption profiles overlaid in blue (left) and red (right) and labeled with the H 2 transition information. Figure 4 presents the resulting rotation diagram of H 2 ground state rovibrational in the sightline of RECX-15. All other synthetic H 2 absorption models and rotation diagrams are presented in Figure 2 . The best-fit column densities and standard de-viations are plotted in rotational diagrams against the rovibrational energy level (T exc = E /k B ). Each H 2 level is statistically-weighed to correct for ortho-and para-H 2 species, such that g J = (2S + 1)(2J + 1), for S = 0 (para-H 2 ) and S = 1 (ortho-H 2 ).
We check our methodology by comparing our results to France et al. (2012a) , who performed a similar procedure for the Lyα absorption spectrum of AA Tau. Figure 5 (left) presents the H 2 absorption spectrum for the red Lyα spectrum of AA Tau, as performed in this study.
Figure 5 (right) shows the H 2 rotation diagram for AA Tau determined in this study (purple) and France et al. (2012a) (black) . The H 2 column densities in both studies agree within the error bars determined by the multi-component fit. Our study identified two additional H 2 absorption features not fit in France et al. (2012a) (H 2 [0,19] , pumped by λ1217.41Å, and H 2 [6,3], pumped by λ1217.49Å). These transitions were important to capture, as observing and characterizing high energy H 2 ground states in PPD environments is a key motivation for this study.
ANALYSIS & RESULTS
We aim to characterize the behavior of the rovibrational H 2 populations identified in the PPD host Lyα spectra and estimate the total thermal and non-thermal column densities (N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE ) of H 2 in each sightline. Figure 6 presents the rotation diagrams for all targets in this survey. We split the sampled sightlines by PPD evolution phase, which we define by the behavior of excess infrared (dust) emission from 13 − 31 µm (Furlan et al. 2009 ). Primordial PPDs are thought to be "young" disks with very little evidence of dust evolution and grain growth, meaning planet formation is either starting or in very early stages. Transitional disks are viewed as "older" disks where proto-planets have formed and are evolving, since the observed infrared dust distributions point to the build-up of larger dust grains. Transition disks also (typically) harbor one or more large dust cavities that indicate significant evolution of the disk material (e.g., see Strom et al. 1989; Takeuchi & Artymowicz 2001; Calvet et al. 2002 Calvet et al. , 2005 Espaillat et al. 2007 ). To explore the behavior of H 2 populations simultaneously in all PPD sightlines, we normalize each H 2 rotation diagram to the column density in the [v = 2,J = 1] level. We include thermal models of warm/hot distributions of H 2 populations, drawn through the normalization rovibrational level [v = 2,J = 1], which range from the expected thermal populations of fluorescent H 2 in PPDs (Herczeg et al. 2002 (Herczeg et al. , 2006 France et al. 2012b; Hoadley et al. 2015 ) to the dissociation limit of the molecule (red dashed line for T diss ≈ 4500 K; Shull & Beckwith 1982; Williams & Murdin 2000) .
Despite the evolutionary differences in the dust distributions between the two PPD types, primordial and transitional PPD sightlines appear to show very similar H 2 rovibrational behaviors. Thermal distributions for T(H 2 ) < 3300 K do not appear to describe the behavior of H 2 rovibration levels for T exc > 23,000 K, but a thermal distribution of H 2 at or near the dissociation limit of the molecule does appear to be consistent with the lowest column densities of rovibrational H 2 at 23,000 K < T exc < 40,000 K. Still, we note that the majority of H 2 levels are significantly pumped, sometimes by as much as 4 dex, above the thermal distribution of H 2 .
Additionally, we see a striking behavior in the distribution of H 2 rovibrational levels with T exc > 20,000 K. At T exc ∼ 20,000 K, there is an abrupt upturn, or "knee," away from the thermal distributions and an increase in rovibrational column density for higher excitation temperature states by 1 dex. This "knee" appears to repeat around T exc ∼ 25,500 K and 31,000-32,000 K. This behavior, specifically between the "knees" at T exc ∼ 25,500 and 32,000 K, may be a result of undersampling the distribution of highly-energetic H 2 with ground state energies in this range.
Non-thermal pumping mechanisms include many complex processes, which are challenging and computationallyexpensive to model simultaneously; and Nomura et al. (2007) show how many mechanisms, such as chemical processes (resulting in the destruction and formation of H 2 ), FUV/X-ray pumping, and dust grain formation and size distributions in PPD atmospheres (Habart et al. 2004; Aikawa & Nomura 2006; Nomura & Nakagawa 2006; Fleming et al. 2010) , affect the population ratios of H 2 and pump H 2 populations out of thermal equilibrium. However, also show that small changes in any of these processes can have dramatic effects on the final structure of H 2 rovibrational levels. Since we do not sample the full suite of [v,J] ground states in this absorption line study, we do not attempt to model multiple, non-thermal mechanisms in the hope of reproducing the observed behavior of H 2 rovibration levels.
Instead, we compare the observed rovibration level distributions to thermal H 2 models. While thermal models alone will not explain the distributions and behaviors of H 2 in PPD sightlines, exploring various thermal distribution realizations will help place limits on the total thermal column density of H 2 in each PPD sightline.
We fit two thermal distributions to the rovibrational levels of each target:
1. Model 1: We fit purely thermal distributions of H 2 to all observed rovibrational states, regardless of excitation temperature.
Model 2:
We fit purely thermal distributions of H 2 to only observed rovibrational states with T exc ≤ 17,500 K (E ≤ 1.5 eV). Normalized Flux (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (4−0)P(19) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3) (2−6)R(3
(2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13) (2−1)P(13)
(0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (0−2)P(1) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (2−0)P(17) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R(11) (3−2)R (11) AA Tau We discuss the details of the molecular physics and energy equations used for Models 1 and 2 in Appendix B. Each model is optimized to the rotation diagram of each target through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine, performed with the Python emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) . The routine uses randomly-generated initial conditions and minimizes the likelihood function of the observed rovibrational column densities, given the range of model parameters. This process determines the best representative thermal model parameters (N(H 2 ),T(H 2 )) to the data. Further details about the MCMC and parameter fits are discussed in Appendix C.
Thermal and Non-Thermal Column Densities
Each set of best-fit thermal model parameters is shown in Table 3 . Figure 7 shows the rovibrational levels and thermal model realizations for RW Aur. We present data from this study (black circles) and lower excitation temperature states from France et al. (2014a) (black stars), which were detected against the FUV continuum between λλ 1092.5 − 1117Å. RW Aur is the only target in our sample with both sets of H 2 data and provides an example for visualizing how higher excitation temperature ground states deviate from the warm thermal levels of H 2 , which are likely probing the denser regions within the disk atmosphere (log 10 (N(H 2 )) = 19.90 cm Higher energy rovibrational H 2 levels appear to scatter out of thermal equilibrium and are described by higher effective temperatures, as predicted by . We present all H 2 rotation diagrams and thermal distribution realizations for each target in our survey in Appendix 4. We split these relative spectra by disk evolution, where primordial targets are shown at the top (orange) and transitional targets are shown at the bottom (blue). We fit thermallydistributed H2 through the [v = 2,J = 1] level for warm (T(H2) = 2500 K; green) and hot (T(H2) = 3500 K and 4500 K; yellow and red) H2 populations. Table 2 lists the average S/N of each Lyα emission profile as observed by either HST /COS or HST /STIS. We compute a Spearman rank coefficient between the bestfit thermal model N(H 2 ) and the Lyα wing S/N and find significant trends for both Model 1 (ρ = -0.71, with a probability to exceed the null hypothesis that the data are drawn from random distributions (p 1 = 7.0×10 −3 ) and Models 2 (ρ = -0.78, p = 5.6×10
−2 ). However, when we exclude one low S/N data point from the correlation (LkCa 15) and re-calculate the Spearman rank coefficient for both model realizations, we see a more randomly-distributed set of modeled column density estimates (Model 1: ρ = -0.22, p = 3.91×10 −1 and Model 2: ρ = -0.27, p = 1.92×10 −1 ). Therefore, for the remainder of this study, we do not include LkCa 15 results in further analysis.
1 The strength of p is defined as follows: p > 5% (5.0×10 −2 ) = no correlation; 1% < p < 5% = possible correlation; 0.1% < p < 1% = correlation; p < 0.1% = strong correlation.
We use the results from Models 1 and 2 to estimate the total column density of thermally-distributed H 2 (N(H 2 )) in each sight line. We choose to represent the thermal distributions of hot H 2 with the results from Model 2. T(H 2 ) from Model 2 represents a more realistic determination of the bulk temperature profiles of thermal H 2 (T(H 2 ) ∼ 2500 − 3500 K) in each sightline, whereas Model 1 produces T(H 2 ) ≈ T diss (H 2 ). In reality, there is very little difference between N(H 2 ) determined from Models 1 and 2; both model realizations predict similar N(H 2 ), though Model 2 results tend to under-predict N(H 2 ) when compared to Model 1 results, and thus provide a lower limit to the total thermal column density of hot H 2 .
To approximate how much of the total observed H 2 column density is associated with excess H 2 populations in highly energetic (non-thermal) states, we define a metric for the total non-thermal column density of H 2 
3442
+500
−870 * The radial velocity of the system, derived from the synthetic H2 optical depth curves, are expressed as km s −1 . a All column densities are to the power of 10 (log10N(H2)).
b Thermal temperatures of the bulk H2 populations (T(H2)) are in Kelvin.
c Estimated from the formalism outlined in Rosenthal et al. (2000) (Equation 1). We assume the H2 [5, 18] population is optically thin. in highly excited levels (E > 1.75 eV, or T exc > 20,000 K), which we refer to as N(H 2 ) nLTE . N(H 2 ) nLTE is calculated by integrating the residual between observed H 2 rovibration levels with T exc > 20,000 K and the predicted populations of H 2 at that same rovibration level from the modeled thermal distributions, or N(
For consistency, we calculate N(H 2 ) nLTE from all best-fit model realizations from both Models 1 and 2. We find we are able to produce approximately the same N(H 2 ) nLTE estimate from N(H 2 ) of both Models 1 and 2. Associated error bars on N(H 2 ) nLTE are estimated as the minimum and maximum deviations away from the median N(H 2 ) nLTE for all Model 1 and Model 2 best-fit thermal parameters. Table 3 includes our estimates of N(H 2 ) nLTE for each target (for which we include LkCa 15, but we do not use in further analysis).
C IV-Pumped H 2 Fluorescence
Molecular hydrogen populations photo-excited by C IV photons (λ 1548.20, 1550.77Å) are found in highly excited ground states ([3,25] , [5, 18] , and [7, 13] ; E ≥ 3.8 eV, T exc > 43,000 K) that are difficult to explain with thermally-generated H 2 populations alone. These highly excited states are also unlikely to be directly populated by the fluorescence process. Electronic transitions are dipole-allowed, meaning J − J = ±1 or 0 (for Werner band lines with J = 0) between excited and ground state transitions. The decay from excited electronic to ground states can easily increase the ground electronic vibrational levels, but will not substantially change the ground electronic quantum rotational levels (Herczeg et al. 2006) . Therefore, other physical mechanisms, such as collisional (Bergin et al. 2004 ) and chemical (Takahashi et al. 1999; Ádámkovics et al. 2016) processes, must be responsible for populating these highly energetic levels of H 2 . Since we do not know which processes dominate the pumping of H 2 into these highly energetic upper rotational levels, we use the emission from C IV-pumped H 2 as a proxy for a variety of non-thermal processes that may excite H 2 to highly non-thermal states. We estimate the column density of H 2 populating these energetic levels from the total fluorescent emission produced by C IV-pumped H 2 . We stipulate two conditions to verify whether the target exhibits C IV-pumped H 2 emission in the FUV spectrum: 1) each emission line must have an elevated flux level ≥ 1.5σ above the continuum floor, and 2) at least two emission lines from the same progression must be present. Figure 8 demonstrates how we determine that the emission line exists above the FUV continuum. Only fluorescence from the B(0-5)P(18) 1548.15Å transition meets this criteria for targets which show signs of C IV-pumped H 2 emission in our survey. The two brightest transitions from the B(0-5)P(18) 1548.15Å cascade, λ 1501.75Å and λ 1554.95 A, are free of blending from other atomic or molecular contaminants (Herczeg et al. 2006) . Therefore, emission features observed at these wavelengths are detected fluorescence transitions, originating from the highly nonthermal H 2 state [5, 18] . Of the 22 targets, 10 show statistically significant emission lines from C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence.
To estimate the density of highly excited H 2 , we use the flux from the two brightest emission features at λ 1501.75Å and λ 1554.95Å, after subtracting the UV continuum. We assume that H 2 [5,18] is optically thin and estimate the total column density of this highly nonthermal ground state (N(C IV-H 2 )) from the formalism described in Rosenthal et al. (2000) ,
where
is the column density of C IV-pumped H 2 that decays to ground state [v ,J ] , λ is the transition wavelength between electronic and ground states, F(C IV-H 2 ) is the integrated flux in the emission line produced by the transition between excited electronic level [v ,J ] and ground level [v ,J ] , and A ul is the spontaneous decay rate for the transition. For each emission line, we calculate N(C IV-H 2 ) and take the average of the results from the two emission features as the estimate of N(C IV-H 2 ). Error bars on N(C IV-H 2 ) are taken as the residual between the N(C IV-H 2 ) and the column density derived from each emission feature at λ 1501.75Å and λ 1554.95Å. Derived N(C IV-H 2 ) values are listed in Table 3 . All column densities derived from the fluorescence emission from the B(0-5)P(18) progression are log 10 (N(C IV-H 2 )) < 12.0 cm −2 , which is consistent with a thin layer of highly energetic H 2 (Herczeg et al. 2006) .
DISCUSSION
This study has focused on characterizing the column density of H 2 from observed distributions of rovibrational states derived from their respective absorption features embedded within the stellar Lyα wings of PPD hosts. We discovered that we systematically find higher excitation levels with larger column densities than expected from thermally-distributed, warm populations of H 2 . The observed H 2 distributions of rovibrational states tells us that some mechanism or mechanisms in and/or around the circumstellar environment is/are affecting the equilibrium state of warm molecules in these sightlines. We aim to characterize the general behavior of thermal and non-thermal H 2 populations and column densities in PPD environments by comparing these quantities to stellar and circumstellar observables.
First, we look for correlations between the modeled distributions of warm, thermal H 2 (T(H 2 ) > 2500 K) and the populations of non-thermal H 2 states for the sampled PPD sightlines. Figure 9 compares thermal, model-derived N(H 2 ) to the sum of the residuals in highly-energetic H 2 states, N(H 2 ) nLTE . Before noting the distributions of total column densities by categorization, we see that the general trend between the distributions of N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE appear roughly related, with a Spearman rank coefficient which agrees with this assessment (ρ = +0.54), but a PTE that suggests there is no strong indication of a trend between the two variables (p = 1.17×10 −1 ). However, when we categorize targets by their disk evolution and whether C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence is detected in their FUV spectra, we see much clearer trends that point to target distributions which have correlated N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE populations. Transitional disks appear to predominantly straddle the N(H 2 ) = N(H 2 ) nLTE equality line (ρ = +0.62, p = 2.00×10
−2 ), and targets which have detectable C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence show the same behavior (ρ = +0.83, p = 6.03×10 −3 ). Primordial disk targets appear to have more scattered distributions of N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE (ρ = +0.31, p = 5.69×10
−1 ), as do targets with no detected C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence (ρ = +0.24, p = 4.82×10 −1 ).
H 2 Column Densities & the Circumstellar Environment
We first consider the role of excess FUV and X-ray emission on the modeled thermal and non-thermal total column densities of H 2 , to explore if the distributions of observed H 2 levels match the behaviors observed in and Nomura et al. (2007) . We split the various excess emission into the following categories: the total X-ray luminosity (L X ; France et al. 2017 and references therein), the total FUV continuum luminosity (L F U V : λλ 1490 − 1690Å, excluding any discrete or extended emission features; France et al. 2014b) , the total H 2 dissociation continuum around λ 1600Å (L Bump ; France et al. 2017) , and the total observed flux, corrected for ISM reddening, of FUV continuum+discrete emission features from λλ 912 − 1150Å (F 1110Å ; France et al. 2014b) . Figure 10 shows the comparison of N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE to these circumstellar observables. We note a correlation between L X and N(H 2 ) nLTE (ρ = +0.53, p = 4.00×10
−2 ), but no correlation between N(H 2 ) and L X (ρ = +0.15, p = 6.62×10 −1 ). We observe an anti-correlation between N(H 2 ) nLTE and L Bump (ρ = -0.62, p = 1.90×10
−2 ) and no strong trend between N(H 2 ) and L Bump (ρ = -0.16, p = 5.83×10 −1 ). We again find an anti-correlation between N(H 2 ) nLTE and F 1110Å (ρ = -0.54, p = 4.81×10
−2 ), yet no indication of a trend between N(H 2 ) and F 1110Å (ρ = -0.21, p = 5.14×10 −1 ). Finally, both N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE show suggestive anti-correlations with L F U V , but they are not statistically significant (N(H 2 ): ρ = -0.42, p = 1.02×10 −1 ; N(H 2 ) nLTE : ρ = -0.48, p = 7.30×10 −2 ). Next, we look at how discrete emission line features (from the protostar and accretion shock regions) and disk fluorescence processes may play a role on the total column densities of H 2 in PPD sightlines. We split the circumstellar parameters into the following categories: the total luminosity from stellar+shock-generated Lyα emission (L Lyα ; ; France et al. 2014b ), the total luminosity from stellar+shock-generated C IV emission (L CIV ; France et al. 2014b), the total H 2 fluorescence luminosity from Lyα-pumped H 2 predominantly produced in the disk atmosphere (L H2 ; France et al. 2014b) , and the estimated total column density of H 2 [5,18], derived from the statistically-determined C IV-pumped fluorescence features (N(C IV-H 2 ), derived in Section 4.2). Figure 11 shows the comparison of N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE to these circumstellar variables. We find no trends between the modeled column densities of H 2 and L Lyα (N(H 2 ): ρ = -0.31, p = 2.34×10 −1 ; N(H 2 ) nLTE : ρ = -0.04, p = 7.86×10 −1 ), as well as L H2 (N(H 2 ): ρ = -0.25, p = 3.45×10 −1 ; N(H 2 ) nLTE : ρ = -0.06, p = 7.54×10 −1 ). We do see a suggestive anti-correlation between L CIV and N(H 2 ) (ρ = -0.51, p = 4.52×10 −2 ), but no trend between N(H 2 ) nLTE and L CIV (ρ = -0.19, p = 5.62×10 −1 ). Finally, we find anti-correlated behavior between both N(H 2 ) and N(H 2 ) nLTE with N(C IV-H 2 ) (N(H 2 ): ρ = -0.51, p = 1.71×10 −2 ; N(H 2 ) nLTE : ρ = -0.43, p = 5.50×10
−2 ).
The Behavior of Hot H 2
We find that the column densities of H 2 are correlated to many non-thermal diagnostics of the circumstellar environment, such as internal radiation and H 2 dissociation tracers. Therefore, the observed distribution of H 2 absorption populations appear to be located somewhere in the disk environment where 1) 1) the H 2 have access to protostellar radiation with λ < 1110Å, and 2) the H 2 populations are optically-thin to Lyα radiation. Piecing our results together, we suspect that the observed H 2 populations against the protostellar Lyα wing provide are not associated with the H 2 that fluoresces in the disk and may, instead, arise from a hot, tenuous disk halo. Ádámkovics et al. (2016) explore the effects of FUV, X-ray, and Lyα radiation on stratified layers of molecular PPD atmospheres. In the presence of all three, FUV continuum and X-ray radiation create a hot, atomic layer along the uppermost disk surface, and Lyα radiation penetrates deeper into the disk via H I scattering. The penetration of Lyα into the molecular disk is found to photodissociate trace molecules like H 2 O and OH, which, along with H 2 formation on dust grains, heat this region of the disk and create a warm molecular layer (T gas > 1500 K). This warm layer is found to have an appreciable column of warm H 2 (N(H 2 ) > 10 19 cm −2 ) in the appropriate temperature regime to reproduce fluorescent emission signatures in PPDs, though the distribution of H 2 rovibrational levels is not computed in theÁdámkovics et al. (2016) models. TheÁdámkovics et al. (2016) study produces a hot (T ∼ 5000 K) atomic layer in the uppermost disk atmosphere, which is similar in nature to a photodissociation region (PDR; Hollenbach & Tielens 1999 and references therein). This hot atomic layer is produced in all of their model parameter space, independent of stellar Lyα luminosity or dust grain distributions. This layer of hot atomic gas contains a minute abundance of H 2 (x(H 2 ) 10 −5 ) with total column densities of hot H 2 similar to those found in this study (N(H 2 ) hotlayer ∼ 10 15 cm −2 ; N(H 2 ) H2abs ∼ 10 15.5 cm −2 ). This hot atomic layer is modeled above the warm molecular layer (where H 2 fluorescence may arise) and extends substantially further away from the disk midplane (Ádámkovics et al. 2016) . What their study finds is that Lyα radiation is key to producing the warm molecular regions that may be associated with warm H 2 and CO populations, but the hot, atomic layer is driven by the FUV continuum and Xray luminosities, which cannot penetrate into the cooler disk like Lyα can. Figure 10 . We compare the total column densities of thermal and non-thermal H2 to the total X-ray luminosity (top left), the total FUV continuum luminosity (top right), the total H2 dissociation "bump" luminosity around λ 1600Å (bottom left), and the integrated flux from λλ 912 − 1150Å estimated at 1 AU from each protostar (bottom right). N(H2) shows no significant correlations with any high-energy radiation observables, while N(H2)nLTE shows confident trends with LX , LBump, and F 1110Å . Both total column densities show a very loose trend with LF U V . LkCa 15 is included in each plot as smaller square symbols. Outside of log space, the column density variables have units of cm −2 , the luminosity variables have units of erg s −1 , and the flux variables have units of erg cm −2 s −1 .
Connecting the findings from this work and thé Adámkovics et al. (2016) models, we suggest that the observed H 2 absorption populations, probed in the wings of protostellar Lyα profiles, reside in this tenuous, hot atomic region of the circumstellar environment. We argue that the behavior of the Lyα transition, being by nature a powerful resonance line, allows Lyα radiation to scatter through both the PPD and the surrounding PDR-like environment. Rather than probing a discrete line source coming straight from the accretion shock near the protostellar surface, we probe Lyα that has scattered through the circumstellar environment by H I atoms before reaching the observer. The scattering of Lyα radiation by H I, which occurs when a Lyα photon is absorbed and emitted many times into many different directions and results in changes in the frequency of Lyα away from rest wavelength, causes significant broadening of the Lyα profile on order of several hundred km s −1 before escaping the star (see McJunkin et al. 2014 for a more complete overview of this process). It appears that the H 2 probed in absorption against these observed Lyα wings may be tied to this optically-thin, hot halo surrounding the PPD, where optically-thin densities of H 2 absorb Lyα before it can exit the system. Figure 12 presents a cartoon disk showing the possible locations of H 2 fluorescence populations (blue), warm H 2 in the disk (red), and the hot halo of gas where H 2 is probed against the protostellar Lyα profile (diffuse red haze). For now, this haze is assumed to be anywhere surrounding the protostar and protoplanetary disk. Additional work is being conducted to constrain the spatial origins of these hot H 2 populations.
H2 "Multiple Pumping" Versus Cooling
The scattering of Lyα radiation through the hot atomic regions surrounding PPDs may help explain the non-thermal behavior of H 2 associated with these environments. The behavior of the observed rovibra- Figure 11 . We compare the total column densities of thermal and non-thermal H2 to the total Lyα luminosity (top left), the total C IV luminosity (top right), the total H2 fluorescence luminosity (bottom left), and the total column density of H2 found in H2 [5, 18] (bottom right). N(H2) shows confident trends with LCIV and N(C IV-H2), while N(H2)nLTE only displays a loose trend with N(C IV-H2). We find no correlations between the modeled H2 column densities and LLyα and LH 2 . LkCa 15 is included in each plot as smaller square symbols. Outside of log space, the column density variables have units of cm −2 and the luminosity variables have units of erg s −1 .
tional levels may be the result of "multiple pumping" happening with the hot H 2 , meaning that the excitation rate by UV photon absorption (in this case, specifically Lyα photons) is faster than the molecules can decay (cool) via rovibrational emission lines or collisions. We perform a back-of-the-envelope comparison of the H 2 rovibrational emission and total collision rates required to balance H 2 photo-excitation ("Lyα-pumping"), assuming the H 2 species are located in a hot atomic layer above the PPD. The hot atomic region is assumed to be a plane-parallel slab above the inner disk (r < 1 AU; Ádámkovics et al. 2016 ) with a thickness a ∼ 1 AU. We assume the average Lyα luminosity for a typical PPD system L Lyα ∼ 10 31 erg s −1 (Schindhelm et al. 2012; France et al. 2014b) , which translates into an average photon rate Γ Lyα = L Lyα / E Lyα ∼ 10 42 photons s −1 incident on the hot H 2 . Since H 2 is expected to only be a trace species in this region (x(H 2 ) ∼ 10 −5 ;Ádámkovics et al. 2016), we include a "coverage factor" for the total Lyα luminosity on the H 2 populations. This leads to an estimation of the total photo-excitation rate of H 2 in the hot atomic layer, Γ Lyα ∼ x(H 2 )×10 42 photons s −1 ∼ 10 37 photons s −1 . We calculate the average rate of incident Lyα photons on the H 2 populations in the PDR slab to be γ Lyα ∼ Γ Lyα / (σ(H 2 )×a 2 ) ≈ 10 −3 photon s −1 , where σ(H 2 ) is the average Lyα line absorption cross-section of an individual molecules, given by (McCandliss 2003; Cartwright & Drapatz 1970) , where λ i is the absorption wavelength for a given transition in the Lyα profile (taken as 1215.67Å for this example), f i is the oscillator strength (the average assumed as ≈0.01), and b H2 is the b-value of the line, assumed to match our models (b H2 = 5 km s −1 ), producing an average cross section for Lyα photon absorption σ(H 2 ) ∼ 10 −14 cm 2 . , whereas the H2 populations observed by France et al. (2014a) in absorption (orange-red) are cooler, indicating a warm layer of molecules probed either further out in the disk than the H2 fluorescent populations, closer to the disk midplane, or a combination of both. The hot H2 populations probed against the protostellar Lyα wings, however, do not appear related to either of the other observed H2 populations. Instead, we speculate that these hot H2 populations are probed within a "halo" of hot atomic gas surrounding the protostar+disk (hazy dark red).
Since it is difficult to pinpoint a specific region where this gas resides, we include all regions where these H2 populations may reside, including close to the protostar and/or magnetosphereic accretion front from the disk to the star, to regions surrounding the disk, such as hot gas near the disk atmosphere or gas flowing away from PPD as thermal/photoevaporative winds.
We do not include additional losses of Lyα flux due to absorption from other atomic species, as it is assumed that the dominant constituent of the disk PDR is neutral hydrogen at an average T gas ∼ 3500 -5000 K, which will scatter Lyα around the region. We can quantify the ratio of the UV photo-excitation rate to the average transition probability for quadrupolar H 2 IR emission lines (A quad ∼ 10 −7 s −1 ; Wolniewicz et al. 1998) , γ Lyα / A quad ∼ 10 4 photons, meaning that of order 10,000 Lyα photons are absorbed for every one quadrupolar photon emitted. Therefore, quadrupole emission is not an effective means of cooling the photo-excited H 2 populations in these regions.
Next, we explore what the expected collisional rate between H 2 and other particles in the hot atomic slab must be to balance with the UV photo-excitation rate. First, we set the total collisional rate of all particle interactions with H 2 in this region to match the photoexcitation rate of H 2 in the hot atomic region, such that Σα H2,i = γ Lyα ∼ 10 −3 collisions s −1 . Given N(H 2 ) from our empirical models, we estimate the total number density of H 2 in the hot atomic layer to be n(H 2 ) ∼ 10 3 cm −3 . Finally, we estimate the total collisional rate with H 2 needed to match the photo-excitation rate of H 2 via Lyα-pumping, ΣC H2,i ∼ Σα H2,i / n(H 2 ) ∼ 10 −6 cm 3 s −1 . This result suggests that, at T gas ≈ 3500 -5000 K, interactions between H 2 and dominant particles in the hot atomic environment, like H I, protons (p + ), and electrons (e − ), are expected to occur at a total rate of ∼10 −6 cm 3 s −1 . Mandy & Martin (1993) and Roberge & Dalgarno (1982) find collisional rates between H 2 + H I to be of order C H2,HI ∼ 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 for gas with T gas ≈ 2000 -4500 K (which is similar to interactions between H 2 + p + ; Black & Dalgarno 1977; Smith et al. 1982) . The rate of collisions between H 2 + e − , for gas with T gas ∼ 3500 K, is found to be C H2,e − ∼ 10 −11 cm 3 s−1 (Prasad & Huntress 1980) . Additionally, interactions between H 2 + H 2 are expected to occur much less frequently, with C H2,H2 ∼ 10 −16 cm 3 s−1 for T gas ∼ 3500 K (Mandy 2016) .
We find that the integrated collision rate of H 2 in these environments, derived from literature values, is ∼ 4 dex lower than the photo-excitation rate of H 2 by Lyα radiation alone. When we quantify the ratio of the UV photo-excitation rate to the total collisional rate of par-ticles with H 2 in this exercise (optimistically assuming ΣC H2,i ∼ 10 −9 cm 3 s −1 ), γ Lyα / ( ΣC H2,i × n(H 2 ) ) ∼ 10 3 photons, or that ∼1,000 Lyα photons are absorbed for every one de-excitation collision of H 2 .
We conclude that is it therefore plausible that "Lyα multiple pumping" may play a key role in re-distributing H 2 rovibrational states in this hot gas region of the circumstellar environment before collisions or rovibrational emission can cool the molecules. Indeed, our simple calculation compliments observed behaviors of H 2 rovibration levels in ISM PDR environments (e.g., Draine & Bertoldi 1996; Hollenbach & Tielens 1999 , and references therein). The critical density of most H 2 rovibration levels, or the ratio of the radiative lifetime of a given state (A ul , in s −1 ) to the collision rate for de-excitation out of the same state (C H2,i , in cm 3 s −1 ), is typically of order 10 4 cm −3 for T gas > 2000 K (Mandy & Martin 1993) . In our estimation, the density of H 2 is near this critical density, but is still under it, allowing "multiple pumping" to populate H 2 states by UV pumping before collisions de-excite the level populations (Draine & Bertoldi 1996; Hollenbach & Tielens 1999) .
A Simple Model of Lyα-pumped H2
What, then, is the expected distribution of H 2 rovibration levels if Lyα-pumping plays a significant role in regulating the ground states of the molecules? We create a simple model of H 2 photo-excitation, in the absence of cooling routes (i.e., rovibrational emission and collisional de-excitation), which tracks the column densities of individual H 2 rovibrational levels in the presence of an appreciable Lyα radiation field. This model tracks the fluorescence cascade of H 2 from excited electronic levels, pumped by photo-excitation, back to the ground electronic level until the column densities of rovibration states settles to a preferential distribution, (i.e. the states no longer significantly change due to the photoexcitation process). The framework of the model, which we will refer to as Model 3, is as followings:
1. We start with a thermal distribution of hot H 2 , where rovibrational levels are statistically defined by the total column density (N(H 2 )) and temperature (T(H 2 )) of the bulk molecular population.
2. A constant, uniform radiation distribution of Lyα photons are generated and exposed to the initiallydefined thermal population of H 2 .
3. H 2 in the correct [v,J] ground level will have some probability to absorb Lyα photons incident on the H 2 populations. If the H 2 molecules absorb the photons, they are pumped to an excited electronic level, either in the Lyman or Werner bands. From there, they immediately decay back to the ground state in a fluorescent cascade. The probability for a Lyα-pumped H 2 to decay back to a specific ground level is defined by the branching ratios (transition probabilities) from the excited electronic level [v ,J ] to the ground electronic level [v ,J ] .
4. All rovibration levels of H 2 are followed simultaneously and allowed to redistribute themselves by transition probabilities after initially being photopumped out of their original ground electronic level, [v,J] . The model runs until the ground rovibration levels settle to a nearly constant distribution of levels in the presence of this unchanging Lyα radiation field.
The Lyα radiation distribution used in Model 3 is assumed to mimic the observed line width and shape on a target-by-target basis. The Lyα line shape is assumed to be Gaussian, with parameters describing the line shape adapted from McJunkin et al. (2014) . The flux in the Lyα line, F Lyα , is allowed to float in each model run, as are N(H 2 ) and T(H 2 ), which set the initial conditions for each model iteration. For the duration of each model, the Lyα line emission is assumed to neither change in shape nor in peak flux, effectively providing the H 2 populations with a constant, uniform distribution of Lyα photons until the H 2 ground states relax to some preferential distribution. The basic mechanics of the model take advantage of ∼100 H 2 cross sections coincident with the Lyα emission profiles of typical PPD targets (i.e., Classic T Tauri stars; France et al. 2014b) . These cross sections are calculated using intrinsic transition properties of H 2 with Lyα provided by Abgrall et al. (1993a) and Abgrall et al. (1993b) . Based on the energy of a given Lyα photon, H 2 in a receptive rovibration level [v,J] will absorb the photon and be pumped to either the Lyman or Werner excited electronic band. The excited H 2 molecules will decay back to one of many potential ground electronic rovibration levels via branching ratio probabilities, again inferred from intrinsic molecular properties provided by Abgrall et al. (1993a) and Abgrall et al. (1993b) . This process is repeated until the rovibration levels of H 2 relax to some distribution of states under the constant Lyα flux (i.e., no significant change in the column densities of rovibration levels is detected, to within δlog 10 N(H 2 [v,J]) 0.1 for all rovibration levels). See Appendix C.1 for more details about the models, including the iteration process used for Lyα-pumping, H 2 electronic fluorescence and further details regarding the MCMC and statistics of the process.
We present Model 3 results in Table 4 . Figure 13 shows the observed rotation diagram of RW Aur A and the resulting modeled distribution of H 2 rovibration levels produced by Model 3. The Lyα photo-excitation models for all targets are presented in Appendix 4. Green plus symbols represent all H 2 rovibrational states for v ≤ 15, J ≤ 25, while cyan "X" symbols represent modeled rovibration levels with the same rovibration level as those empirically measured in the stellar Lyα wings of the target. Model 3 for RW Aur finds a total 
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a All column densities are to the power of 10 (log10N(H2)).
b Temperatures of H2 (T(H2)) are in Kelvin.
c The integrated Lyα fluxes that pump H2 populations out of thermal equilibrium are described by the sum of a narrow and broad Gaussian component, with FWHMs of each component adapted from McJunkin et al. (2014) . Flux are to the power of 10 (log10F(Lyα)). F(Lyα) has units of ergs cm −2 s −1 . d The integrated residual between the observed column densities of H2 in states [v,J] to the model prediction of column density in the same rovibrational levels, Σ|N(
column density of H 2 , log 10 ( N(H 2 ) ) ≈ 18.0, which is ∼2 dex lower than results from France et al. (2014b) , at a temperature T(H 2 ) ≈ 2500 K (in France et al. (2014b) , T(H 2 ) warm = 440 K).
The total column density of thermal H 2 for RW Aur is slightly larger than the average best-fit N(H 2 ) for all targets ( log 10 N(H 2 ) ∼ 17.0), with the smallest total column density log 10 N(H 2 ) ≈ 15.5. Interestingly, for almost all samples in our survey, the derived total column density of thermal H 2 distributions is larger than those estimated by our thermal models (i.e., Models 1 and 2). For all targets, the derived thermal temperatures of H 2 from the Lyα-pumping model range from 1500 -4000 K ( T(H 2 ) ∼ 2800 K). Overall, the final results from the Lyα-pumping models overestimate the total column density of H 2 for a hot atomic layer origin by ∼1-2 dex and underestimate the total column density of H 2 for a warm molecular layer origin by the same amount (Ádámkovics et al. 2016) . Additionally, the temperature of thermal H 2 is found somewhere between the two layers. = 440 K. The green plus symbols represent the H2 rovibrational levels output by the Lyα-pumping models (Model 3).
The cyan "X"s mark rovibrational levels from Model 3 which match the observed H2 levels, so the reader can directly compare the the data with the modeled states. The gray dashed line presents the initial thermal distribution of H2 in the models (i.e., without Lyα pumping), which is described by log10( N(H2) ) = 18.03 and T(H2) = 2504 K.
One of the first things we notice about the Model 3 results is that the H 2 rovibrational levels are redistributed in such a way that more highly excited H 2 levels (T exc 30,000 K) can be pumped to higher column densities than they are expected to be in thermal distributions. Rovibrational levels of H 2 most affected by the flux of Lyα (i.e., v ≥ 2; T exc ∼ 10,000 K) first appear diminished in column density, relative to the native thermal distributions, but for rovibrational levels with T exc 30,000 K, the relative column densities of highly energetic states appears to return back towards the level of the thermal distribution, with many states being pumped by 1 dex more than they would otherwise be in thermally-distributed states.
Additionally, the re-distributed H 2 rovibrational levels appear scattered, with the behavior of the scattered distributions appearing roughly consistent for rovibrational levels with T exc 10,000 K and with a spread of ∼1 dex. We note that this behavior matches the characteristic distributions of empirically-derived H 2 rovibration levels measured against Lyα for most, if not all, of our PPD sightlines. The Lyα redistribution appears to scatter most H 2 states out of thermal equilibrium at T exc 10,000 K, suggesting that the H 2 absorption coincident on the Lyα wings do not probe thermal populations of H 2 in these sightlines. The fact that we see this same peculiar H 2 population behavior for all disks in our survey, regardless of orientation of the disk in the line of sight (i.e., i disk ), suggests that the sampling of H 2 may not be co-spatial with the same H 2 populations observed in fluorescence from each disk. The models also suggest that, for rovibrational levels insensitive to Lyα radiation (i.e., v < 2), H 2 may still be thermally populated. Theoretically, if we could observe rovibrational levels of H 2 not pumped by Lyα radiation, we could test this hypothesis.
We do have one case study -RW Aur -where this test is currently possible. The sightline to RW Aur probes both hot H 2 embedded in the Lyα profile of the protostar and warm H 2 in the FUV continuum (λλ 1090 -1120Å; France et al. 2014b ). If the warm disk H 2 populations and the hot Lyα H 2 populations were co-spatial with one another, we would expect to find signatures in the FUV-continuum probing the same hot H 2 population (specifically for v = 0, J = 4, 5, 6; λ = 1100. 2, 1104.1, 1104.5, 1109.3, 1109.9, 1115.5, 1116 .0Å, where the distributions of warm and hot H 2 populations overlap). From the Lyα-pumping model results for RW Aur, we expect to find appreciable thermal columns of hot H 2 in the sightline, which is several dex denser than the warm H 2 probed by the FUV continuum. The FUV continuum is much less likely to scatter through the gas disk than Lyα, and therefore is expected to provide a better probe of the geometry through the disk material. The fact that the France et al. (2014b) study does not see clear deviations to the larger column density found by Model 3 for hot H 2 [v = 0, J = 4, 5, 6] in the FUV continuum is further evidence supporting our original hypothesis -that the resonance nature of Lyα allows the radiation to scatter through a hot atomic halo above the PPD, and the observed H 2 signatures observed in the protostellar Lyα wings probe residual H 2 in these environments, rather than in the disk.
6. CONCLUSIONS We perform the first empirical survey of H 2 absorption observed against the stellar Lyα emission profiles of 22 PPD hosts. The aim of this study was to identify thermal and non-thermal H 2 species in each sightline and investigate excitation mechanisms responsible for the distributions of non-thermal H 2 populations. We normalize each Lyα profile and create optical depth models to synthesize H 2 absorption features observed across the normalized Lyα spectra. Each optical depth model estimates the column density of H 2 in ground states [v,J] from the absorption depth in the Lyα wings, and we present the H 2 rotation diagrams of all samples in our survey to examine the behavior of the H 2 rovibrational populations in all sightlines. Below, we highlight our findings and conclusions:
• Thermally-distributed H 2 models alone cannot reproduce observed rovibration levels. Highlyenergetic states are "pumped" when compared with lower energy rovibrational states. This appears to happen at "knee" junctures, which are consistently found at T exc = 20,000 K, 25,000-26,000 K, and 31,000-32,000 K.
• We find roughly-equivalent total column densities of thermal and non-thermal H 2 populations in transitional disk samples and samples with detectable C IV-pumped H 2 fluorescence. Primordial disk targets have more spread in this relation, and show more samples with larger total column densities of thermal H 2 than non-thermal H 2 populations.
• High energy continuum radiation, produced primarily by accretion processes onto the host protostar, appears to play an important role in regulating the total density of non-thermal H 2 in the circumstellar environment. We find correlations between the X-ray and FUV luminosities and N(H 2 ) nLTE and little evidence that line emission from protostellar accretion processes plays a significant role in regulating the total column densities of thermal and non-thermal H 2 states, except C IV, which appears to be anti-correlated with the total thermal column densities of H 2 .
• There is a clear anti-correlation between N(H 2 ) nLTE and H 2 dissociation continuum, suggesting that photo-excitation may be more effective at unbinding H 2 already in highly energized levels than lower energy thermal states.
• From one target that has access to cooler H 2 populations observed against the FUV continuum (RW Aur A; France et al. 2014b) , we see two populations of H 2 : warm H 2 probing higher density material in the protoplanetary disk, and hot H 2 in an atomic halo surrounding the protostar and disk. The total column of warm H 2 is several dex higher than the total column of hot H 2 in the Lyα wings. We see a crossing point, where we should begin to see warmer columns of H 2 in the FUV continuum (T exc ≈ 3,000 K), but, observationally, this does not appear to be the case. H I-Lyα is a strong resonance transition, and a small amount of residual H I in the protostellar environment will scatter Lyα before it escapes. We suspect that the H 2 populations probed in the protostellar Lyα wings are not associated with the disk, but rather found in a tenuous halo of hot, mostly atomic gas around the disk. The hot H 2 also probes much lower column densities ( N(H 2 ) ∼ 10 16 cm −2 ) of H 2 than is required to produce the observe fluorescence in these same PPD samples, strongly suggesting that absorption and fluorescence H 2 populations are not co-spatial.
While this study examined the behavior of hot H 2 in protoplanetary disk environments, further investigation and proper implementation of non-LTE models is necessary to pinpoint the physics driving H 2 to higher [v,J] states. Studies have been performed that point to several mechanisms driving H 2 populations, including collisions with other particles and higher energy photons (FUV/EUV/X-ray; ; Ádámkovics et al. (2016) ) and reformation/destruction of H 2 by chemical evolution, especially H 2 O dissociation in the warm disk atmosphere (Du & Bergin 2014; Glassgold & Najita 2015) . The next step forward would be to implement radiative, collisional, and chemical processes simultaneously to simulate the PPD environmental behavior.
Paper II will address the spatial origins of this H 2 absorption, based on results from this study and empirical evidence from the absorption features themselves. Abgrall et al. (1993a) or Abgrall et al. (1993b) , specifically the Einstein A-coefficient, describing the rate of spontaneous decay from state u → l (A ul ), and the wavenumber. All H 2 transitions were selected from Roncin & Launay (1995) between 1210 -1221Å, with transitions preferentially considered from those previously called out by Herczeg et al. (2002) and France et al. (2012a) . Other H 2 transitions included in the line-fitting analysis met a minimum (A ul ) ≥ 3.0×10 7 s −1 , to ensure that the absorption transition probabilities were large enough for detection, assuming a warm thermal population of H 2 . The energy levels of ground state H 2 in vibration and rotation levels [v,J] (E gr ) were derived from equations outlined in H 2 ools (McCandliss 2003), with physical constants taken from Herzberg (1950) , Jennings et al. (1984) , and Draine (2011) . The physical properties of the H 2 transition were derived from intrinsic properties of the molecule: (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5) (1−2)R(5
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where λ λ is the photo-excitation wavelength, Lyα, of H 2 in ground state [v,J] ; g u and g l are the statistical weights of the electronically-excited [v ,J ] and ground [v,J] states, respectively; and (πe 2 /m e c) is the definition of the classical cross section, expressed as 0.6670 cm 2 s −1 in cgs units. Table 2 shows all transitions used in our H 2 synthetic absorption model, including physical properties (E gr , f lu , A ul ) and level transition information. Not all transitions were implemented for every target. Depending on the effective range of the stellar Lyα wing in wavelength space, many of the transitions found on the edges of the wings (1210 − 1212: 1213.5 − 1215.2Å for the blue wing; 1216 − 1218: 1219.5 − 1221Å for the red wing) were omitted.
The modeled b-value is fixed in all synthetic absorption spectra to replicate the thermal width of a warm bulk population of H 2 (T(H 2 ) ≥ 2500 K) in the absence of turbulent velocity broadening. If the b-value were larger, the broadening acts to widen the absorption feature and diminish the depth of the line center, which causes degeneracy between the estimated rovibrational [v,J] level column densities and the thermal/turbulent parameters of the models. When we increased b H2 = 10 km s −1 , the column densities of the rovibrational [v,J] levels were systematically reduced by 0.1-0.7 dex for all survey samples.
The multi-component fit of H 2 absorption was mostly insensitive to initial conditions. Initially, we set the same initial conditions for the start of the run (v r = 0 km s −1 ; T(H 2 ) = 2500 K; log 10 N(H 2 ;v,J) varied by transition properties) and allowed the parameters float. Once an effective range of values was determined for all targets, T(H 2 ) and b H2 were fixed, and only v r was allowed to float. This produces column density estimates that are relatively comparable for all targets in our survey.
As discussed in France et al. (2012a) , only the (0-2)R(2) and (2-2)P(9) levels, whose wavelengths differed by ∆λ = 0.01Å (at 1219.09 and 1219.10Å, respectively), were sensitive to the initial conditions. The total column density at this wavelength range is robust, while the relative columns shared between the two transitions was not. To mitigate this, we weighed the individual columns by the product of their oscillator strengths and relative populations of the two levels at T(H 2 ) = 2500 K. Using the methodology laid out in H 2 ools and Equation A2, we calculate the oscillator strengths and relative populations of the two lines to be [f R(2) = 25.5 × 10 −3 ; P R(2) = 5.76 × 10 −4 ] and [f R(9) = 31.8 × 10 −3 ; P R(9) = 6.24 × 10 −4 ], respectively. Therefore, N(2,2) contributes 0.425 of the total column density determined at 1219.10Å, while N(2,9) contributes 0.575 of the total column. Column 2 of Figure 2 show the minimized multicomponent synthetic spectra plotted over the normalized Lyα wings for the red-ward and blue-ward profile components, respectively. Models 1 and 2 are simple models that follow the H 2 ools layout: Given the derived column densities for observed H 2 ground states against the stellar Lyα wing N(H 2 ;v,J), we use first principles molecular physics to determine the theoretical population column densities of a bulk H 2 population N(H 2 ) described by a shared thermal profile T(H 2 ). The level column densities are calculated using Boltzmann populations, assuming LTE conditions, and each ground state energy level is determined by calculating the electronic, vibrational, and rotational energy levels for a ground state [v,J] , as described in McCandliss (2003) .
Model 1 assumes that all data points extracted from the absorption features of each target are thermally-populated. Model 2 assumes only H 2 populations with ground state energies E gr < 1.5 eV (T exc 17500 K) are thermallypopulated, with the possibility that H 2 in ground states with E gr > 1.5 eV are pumped additionally by some unknown non-thermal process(es), and so are not considered in the model-data comparison. We use Model 2 as a baseline of the minimum N(H 2 ) and T(H 2 ) of thermal H 2 in the disk atmosphere for each target, assuming any of the observed, absorbing H 2 against the Lyα wing is purely thermally excited. Figure 14 shows an example of how the relative [v,J] states are populated by the thermal distribution of H 2 . While the total column density of H 2 regulates the column densities of H 2 found in ground state [v,J] , T(H 2 ) determines the relative abundances of each [v,J] to others in the ground state. For example, a lower T(H 2 ) means that, statistically, more H 2 is found in ground states with low [v,J] because the overall excess energy in the H 2 populations is low. However, as T(H 2 ) increases, the ratio of the abundances of H 2 found in higher [v,J] states to those in low [v,J] states increases. This appears as a "flattening" of the slope of H 2 populations in Figure 14 . C. MCMC SIMULATIONS Each model is compared to the resulting rotation diagrams derived from the relative H 2 absorption column densities derived as explained in Section 3. This is done using a MCMC routine, which randomly-generates initial parameter conditions and minimizes the likelihood function (ln L(x,θ)) between the H 2 rovibration column densities and model parameters. We define ln L(x,θ) as a χ 2 statistic, with an additional term to explore the weight of standard deviations on each rovibrational column density:
In Equation C3, x represents the ground state energy of H 2 in rovibration level [v,J] , y(x) is the observed column density of H 2 , y(x,θ) is the modeled column density of H 2 derived from the thermal model, σ 2 is the variance in the column densities, and f is an estimation on the accuracy of the column density standard deviations. For parameters shared between all thermal model runs (N(H 2 ), T(H 2 ), ln f ), we set prior information about each to keep the model outputs physically viable. We let the total thermal H 2 column density range from N(H 2 ) = 12.0 − 25.0 cm −2 . Below N(H 2 ) = 12.0 cm −2 , there is not enough column in individual rovibrational levels to produce measurable absorption features in the data. Additionally, N(H 2 ) ≥ 25.0 cm −2 will significantly saturate the features in the absorption spectra, which we do not see for any target in our survey. The thermal populations of H 2 are allowed to range from T(H 2 ) = 100 − 5000 K. The H 2 populations must be warm enough to populate the correct rovibrational levels that absorb Lyα photons, while simultaneously cooler than the dissociation temperature of H 2 (T(H 2 ) diss ≈ 5000 K).
For Models 1 and 2, MCMC simulations were run with 300 independent initial randomly-generated parameter realizations (walkers) and allowed to vary over 1000 steps to converge on the best representation of the observations. C.1. Model 3: Thermal H 2 Populations Photo-excited by HI-Lyα Model 3 uses the same thermal populations of Models 1 and 2 and adds an additional photo-pumping mechanism to show how thermal populations reach an equilibrium state in the presence of an external radiation field. First, because we observe H 2 absorption against the Lyα wings of these targets and Lyα radiation makes up the vast majority of the FUV radiation that photo-excited H 2 to fluorescence, we assume the radiation pumping the thermal states to new equilibrium populations is dominated by Lyα. To describe the amount of radiation being absorbed by H 2 , we add two additional parameters that describe the flux input to the system, F n (λ) and F b (λ), which represent a narrow and broad flux component from the stellar Lyα radiation incident on the H 2 populations. Following the results and analysis from McJunkin et al. (2014) , we assume the Lyα radiation profile incident with the H 2 on the disk surface is described by two Gaussian components -a narrow component, where the bilk of the flux is located, and a broad component, which describes the shape of the observed outer wings. McJunkin et al. (2014) find full width at half maximum (FWHM) fits for both the narrow and broad Gaussian components of the radiation distribution, and we use those results to describe the width of our input flux. We allow the peak fluxes of both the narrow and broad flux distributions to vary and have final input Lyα flux distributions described by:
where F n and F b are free parameters in the models, and σ n and σ b are derived from the FWHM found in McJunkin et al. (2014) , and ∆λ = λ−λ lab , where λ lab is the rest wavelength of HI-Lyα (1215.67Å). Each flux distribution is kept constant throughout the model run, assuming the output radiation from the star over the time it takes to equalize the photo-pumped populations of H 2 is isotropic. We assume F n (λ) and F b (λ) are observed flux rates, and we therefore infer the flux back to the star by reddening the flux with ISM extinction values determined by McJunkin et al. (2014) . The allowed ranges of observed total Lyα flux are outlined in Schindhelm et al. (2012) for reconstructed Lyα profiles seen in at the PPDs. We constrain the Lyα flux to log 10 (F n (λ)) = -13 to -5 ergs cm −2 s −1 and log 10 (F b (λ)) = -16 to -5 ergs cm −2 s −1 , which are integrated over each Gaussian function in Equation C4. Once flux and thermal H 2 population parameters are chosen, we follow the change in thermal populations in states [v,J] of H 2 being exposed to the pumping radiation in time iterations of the pumping process, t step , where each t step is considered over some arbitrary ∆t. First, we find how much H 2 in state [v,J] is lost to be pumped to some electronic excited state [v ,J ] because of the interaction with a discrete Lyα photon with wavelength λ. We determine how much H 2 is photo-excited by λ by calculating the cross section for absorption of photon λ, given the transition probabilities of the H 2 rovibration levels. Once all [v,J] state losses via λ absorption have been determined, we allow the excited state H 2 to fluoresce back to the ground state via the branching ratios, or transition probabilities, to some final ground state [v ,J ] .
For this simple model, we assume that dissociation of H 2 molecules by Lyα-pumping is negligible. As Dalgarno & Stephens (1970) describe, nearly all Lyα-pumped excited states have bound de-exciation levels, such that transitions from the Lyman band are expected to have very low probabilities of dissociation. While there exist a handful of Werner-band transitions, which likely prose the greatest probability for molecular dissociation upon decay, this simple model does not contain a source term of H 2 , such that we cannot control the formation of H 2 at any point in the model. To keep the modeled distributions of H 2 constant throughout the simulated experiment, therefore, we assume that all H 2 transitions result only in the decay of H 2 to arbitrary ground states, with no probability that H 2 dissociates via these fluorescence routes.
This process is repeated until the H 2 populations reach a steady-state equilibrium, such that the absorption out of state [v,J] equalizes with the cascade back to [v ,J ] . For T(H 2 ) ≤ 5000 K, this equilibrium is reached by t step = 1000. With higher N(H 2 ), we find that it takes more t step to reach equilibrium, but for N(H 2 ) < 10 20 cm −2 and high T(H 2 ), an equilibrium state is reached after t step ≈ 3000 steps. Figure 15 shows how the distributions of thermal H 2 populations change when exposed to a constant Lyα flux from the host star, as a function of time steps from first exposure. If we assume the distributions of H 2 ground states are primarily affected by photo-pumping via Lyα photons 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000
Excitation Temperature (T exc ) [K] of H2 are constantly photo-excited by an external HI-Lyα radiation field to an equilibrium state. The Lyα radiation field is assumed to be Gaussian in shape when interacting with H2 molecules, with a peak flux of 10 −9 ergs cm −2 s −1 at 1215.67Å.
We show how the number of iterations of time the H2 is exposed to the Lyα flux affects the distribution of H2 ground states. We find that iterations tstep = 1000 reaches a final equilibrium state. The thermal distribution + Lyα pumping mechanics are used to calculate theoretical H2 populations in Model 3.
and no other physical mechanisms to drive the populations to non-LTE states (collisions with other species, chemical evolution, etc), then equilibrium of H 2 states is reached fairly quickly and does not change from the final equilibrium state of populations. We perform the same MCMC data-model reduction for Model 3 and the observed rotation diagrams. Model 3 required time iterations and, therefore, took longer to run. We ran two separate iteration of Model 3, the first MCMC simulation having 100 independent walkers varying over the parameter space iterating over 2000 steps with 1000 time iterations of the Lyα-pumping. We determined that, after about 100 converging steps for each walker, we were able to settle into the best realization of the data. We also determined that longer time iterations were necessary to settle the Lyα-pumping mechanism into equilibrium for larger column densities (N(H 2 ) > 10 20 cm −2 ) and temperatures (T(H 2 ) > 4500 K). We ran a second iteration of MCMC simulations for Model 3 using t step = 5000 per model realization, with 100 independent MCMC walkers iterating over 500 steps to convergence. Because of the extensive computation time of Model 3 with 5000 time steps per model realization, we chose to cut the total number of convergence steps to keep the same number of walker realizations in the MCMC. Table 4 presents parameter results for all modeled H 2 thermal distributions. For all Model 3 realizations, F b (λ) has been excluded, since the majority of the integrated flux of Lyα is dominated by F n (λ) (F n (λ) >> F b (λ)). Figure ? ? shows the best-fit, median model parameters for Model 3 with observed rovibration H 2 levels overplotted. We mark No Lyα-pumping Model 3 Model 3 (obs) Figure 4 . All rotation diagrams are presented here. Each H2 ground state column density is weighed by its statistical weight, gJ . Model 1 attempts to fit one thermally-populated bulk H2 population through all data points extracted from the HST data sets. Model 2 does the same as Model 1, but only for H2 states with lower energy ground states (Egr ≤ 1.5 eV; Texc ≤ 17,500 K).
each modeled rovibration level with a green plus symbol, and we mark modeled rovibration levels which are probed in the observed Lyα wing(s) of the target with cyan crosses. 
